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The Institute
George and Harold have created the greatest superhero in the history of their
school — and now they're about to bring him to life! MEET CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS!
HIS TRUE IDENTITY IS SO SECRET, EVEN HE DOESN'T KNOW WHO HE IS! FIGHTING
FOR TRUTH, JUSTICE AND ALL THINGS PRE-SHRUNK AND COTTONY!

The Hidden Brain
A blend of oral history and memoir with a good dose of quirky humor, the Tar Heel
Traveler is a celebratory look at the people and places of North Carolina. Mason is
the TV reporter—the Tar Heel Traveler—who journeys across North Carolina
profiling colorful characters and out-of-the-way places.

House With a Clock in Its Walls: Film Tie In
The second book in the series following on from the American classic The House
With a Clock in Its Walls, now a major motion picture from Steven Spielberg's
Amblin Entertainment, starring Cate Blanchett, Jack Black and Kyle MacLachlan
Settled into his new life, Lewis seems content living with his magical Uncle
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Jonathan and neighbour Mrs Zimmermann. He even has a new best friend, Rose
Rita, who loves to play sport, build Roman ship models and play with magic - all
the things Lewis loves to do too! After discovering Grandpa Barnavelt's 1859 lucky
coin, Lewis is certain that it is magical, so he puts it to the test - he recites one of
Mrs Zimmermann's spells to awaken its magic. Only Lewis hasn't awakened a good
sort of magic. As he wears the coin around his neck, sinister things start to happen.
Strange letters addressed to Lewis arrive at midnight, a dark shadowy figure
begins to follow him in town and something seems to be inside his body controlling
his actions. As the figure in the shadows appears more and more, Lewis is
possessed by its power, unable to free himself. Has Lewis awakened a force
beyond his control? And can Uncle Jonathan, Mrs Zimmermann and Rose Rita make
it in time to rescue Lewis?

The Letter, the Witch and the Ring - The House With a Clock in
Its Walls 3
A bookish boy searches for his missing best friend in this spooky tale by the author
of The House with a Clock in Its Walls On a country lane in snowbound 1950s New
Hampshire, a car goes skidding off the road. Professor Childermass and Johnny
Dixon escape unscathed, but their car is stuck, and they are forced to walk into
town. Johnny doesn’t mind. A curious young man, he has fun anytime the professor
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takes him out, because he’s treated like an adult. Together they’ve gotten into all
sorts of supernatural scrapes, and this winter night, they’ll face their toughest
challenge yet. When Childermass suddenly vanishes, Johnny is the only one who
can find him. The mystery is linked to a tiny skull taken from a child’s dollhouse,
which seems to have powers too terrible to guess at. With the help of a crusty old
Irish priest, Johnny chases the clues to his friend’s disappearance all the way to the
rocky coast of Maine, where something evil hungers for revenge. From the author
of the series featuring Lewis Barnavelt and Anthony Monday, the Johnny Dixon
novels are charmingly old-school and shot through with suspense, and The Spell of
the Sorcerer’s Skull may be the most chilling of them all.

The Lamp from the Warlock's Tomb
This classic is now reissued with a brand-new look. A boy goes to live with his
magician uncle in a mansion that has a clock hidden in the walls which is ticking off
the minutes until doomsday.

The Beast Under the Wizard's Bridge - the House with a Clock
in Its Walls 8
An accessible guidebook designed to teach and inspire, Art Starts with a Line offers
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everything you need to master the art of line drawing, whether the goal is to draw
for fun or to illustrate an original masterpiece! Line drawing involves using a
combination of fine lines and bold strokes to create artwork of any kind—from
basic folk art to more sophisticated illustrations. This form of art requires minimal
tools, making it both affordable and portable. In Art Starts with a Line, artists of all
skill levels are invited to learn how to draw almost anything starting with simple
lines and basic shapes. Following a brief introduction to tools and materials, as well
as some easy exercises and techniques for warming up to basic drawing tools, you
will explore a variety of subjects. You'll draw plants and flowers, architecture and
cityscapes, animals, and everything in between. These projects aren't restricted to
black and white either! You'll find techniques for adding color with colored pencil,
marker, pen, even digitally. Art Starts with a Line presents everything you'll need
to know to learn how to successfully create line drawings of all types. Whether
your goal is to create a custom logo for a client, or to simply decorate your
planner—it's all here. Packed with engaging instruction, tips, and beautiful step-bystep artwork, the Art Starts Series presents an approachable and heartwarming
guide to line drawing designed to both inspire and teach beginning artists how to
create meaningful artwork using simple lines and mindful prompts.

Mal and Chad: Food Fight!
When Lewis and Rose Rita explore old Wilder Creek Bridge and the deserted farm
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nearby, they discover shocking secrets: the destruction of the bridge threatens to
release a horrifying monster! Lewis, Rose Rita, Uncle Jonathan and Mrs
Zimmermann must fight against time to stop the monster from destroying
humanity and ruling the world forever.

The Vengeance of the Witch Finder - The House With a Clock in
Its Walls 5
The summer of 1986. Central Texas. William and his friends should be having a
blast. Instead, they are hounded by the Thousand Oaks Gang and their merciless
leader, Bloody Billy. William found Billy’s backpack. And because of what it
contains, Billy desperately wants it back, and he’ll do anything to get it. William
hatches a plan for his friends to sneak away and hide in an abandoned lake house,
except they become stranded on the lake’s desolate island without food or water.
Will their time on the island devolve into chaos? Will the friends survive and be
rescued? The Benevolent Lords of Sometimes Island is Lord of the Flies meets The
Body by Stephen King, the inspiration for the classic movie Stand By Me. A gripping
suspense story with adventure and danger, tinged with humorous banter between
the four friends, the middle schoolers face certain death without adults to protect
them from the unrelenting natural elements, as well as the wild creatures that lurk
in the wilderness around the lake. With a backpack filled with money and
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marijuana they stole from the merciless gang leader, it’s only a matter of time
before the high schoolers come looking for them, too. From award-winning writer
Scott Semegran, The Benevolent Lords of Sometimes Island is his eighth book. This
novel is Semegran’s response to William Golding’s 1954 novel Lord of the Flies,
which was Golding’s response to The Coral Island by R. M. Ballantyne, an
adventure novel from 1858. All three novels tackle the premise of boys stranded
on an island, with Semegran’s novel taking a decidedly modern view of a group of
friends in Central Texas during the summer of 1986 working to survive in a
situation filled with danger and desperation with only each other to rely on. "This
well-crafted story will appeal to anyone who grew up in the '80s. Fans of Stand by
Me will also enjoy this trip back in time. Although at times wistful, it's not a purely
nostalgic ode to growing up, but a genuine, moving and irresistible meditation on
the value of friendship." — BlueInk Review (Starred Review) “THE BENEVOLENT
LORDS OF SOMETIMES ISLAND is a fantastic coming-of-age thriller that puts a
positive spin on troubled adolescence.” — IndieReader (IR Approved) "Scott
Semegran stretches his literary muscles in this highly accomplished and wellcrafted read a modern classic." — Readers' Favorite Book Reviews. 5 stars. "A pageturner. With his assured writing, tight plotting, and talent to fill a story with realistic
details, Semegran has created another winner A must read!" — The Prairies Book
Review. 5 stars. "Evocative and compelling a highly recommended, superb
example of psychological twists and interpersonal encounters gone awry." —
Midwest Book Review, D. Donovan, Senior Reviewer “Sharply drawn characters in
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an engaging, suspenseful coming-of-age tale.” — Lone Star Literary Life
“[Semegran] puts the dynamics of adolescent friendships at the heart of his story
an absorbing, nostalgic, and polished story.” — Kirkus Reviews

The Curse of the Blue Figurine
In the tradition of Calvin and Hobbes, MAL AND CHAD is a funny comic-strip
graphic novel that makes a perfect first chapter book! Mal is a kid genius with a
talking dog . . . so why doesn't anyone seem to notice him? Poor Mal. It's not easy
being a kid genius who wears a lab coat to school ("It's not a bathrobe!"). Megan,
his not-so-secret crush, has formed a club that has a no-boys-allowed policy especially not Mal, who would do anything to feel like he belongs. Fortunately, Mal
always has Chad, his talking dog. When Chad begins having scary dreams, Mal
builds a dream portal to defeat Chad's nightmare beast once and for all. Something
goes wrong, though, and the beast follows Mal back to reality. Now Megan and her
friends are in danger . . . but Mal is there to come to the rescue, showing that, just
maybe, he's someone to pay attention to. With kid-friendly humor and a deft
touch, Stephen McCranie continues his breakthrough series perfect for any kid
who's one book away from either Big Nate or Diary of a Wimpy Kid.

Tar Heel Traveler
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A boy sneaks into an old church to confront a mad ghost in this adventure by the
author of The House with a Clock in Its Walls It’s the 1950s when Johnny Dixon’s
mother dies, his father goes to fight in the Korean War, and he goes to live with his
grandparents. Although life in a new house is strange, Johnny’s “Grampa” listens to
his favorite ballgames, takes him on long walks, and tells him stories of the strange
mysteries that lurk in the shadows. Best of all, he’s friends with Professor
Childermass, an eccentric academic who’s about to take Johnny on the adventure
of a lifetime. When the professor learns Johnny loves ghost stories, he tells the boy
the spookiest legend in Duston Heights, Massachusetts—the tale of the haunted
church on the edge of town, with demonic carvings on its altar, and the troubled
spirit of mad Father Baart, who is said to have killed two people before vanishing
long ago. With the professor as his guide, Johnny sets out on a quest that will put
him face-to-face with the crazy, long-dead priest. The first book in the delightful
Johnny Dixon series by the author who provides “suspense and action aplenty”
(Booklist), The Curse of the Blue Figurine is a good old-fashioned Gothic adventure.

The Whistle, the Grave and the Ghost - The House With a Clock
in Its Walls 10
A haunting gothic tale by master mysery writer John Bellairs--soon to be a major
motion picture starring Cate Blanchett and Jack Black! "The House With a Clock in
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Its Walls will cast its spell for a long time."--The New York Times Book Review When
Lewis Barnavelt, an orphan. comes to stay with his uncle Jonathan, he expects to
meet an ordinary person. But he is wrong. Uncle Jonathan and his next-door
neighbor, Mrs. Zimmermann, are both magicians! Lewis is thrilled. At first, watchng
magic is enough. Then Lewis experiments with magic himself and unknowingly
resurrects the former owner of the house: a woman named Selenna Izard. It seems
that Selenna and her husband built a timepiece into the walls--a clock that could
obliterate humankind. And only the Barnavelts can stop it!

The Letter, the Witch and the Ring
Lewis and Rose Rita have to participate in a talent show whether they like it or not.
When they come up with the idea of doing a fake magic show, they decide to
borrow some books on stage magic from a friend who works at a museum. After
Rose Rita cuts her finger on an enchanted Egyptian scroll, she awakens the corpse
of the scroll's previous owner, Belle Frisson, who captures Rose Rita and wants to
use her body to live forever. Lewis must work together with his Uncle Jonathan and
neighbour Mrs Zimmermann to rescue Rose Rita from the tomb in which she's
imprisoned. For fans of Goosebumps.

Tom's Midnight Garden
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VisNostic Selling explores a Neuroscientific approach toclient centric sales,
marketing, and leadership.

The Last Gargoyle
Lewis and Uncle Jonathan have travelled to England to visit family at Barnavelt
Manor, much to Lewis's delight - he hasn't visited family outside of America before!
Lewis becomes friends with the housekeeper's son, Bertie, and as the two boys
explore the manor's garden maze, Lewis accidentally unleashes demonic forces
that summon the ghost of an evil wizard adamant on destroying his entire family.
Can Lewis fight the maniacal wizard, or will all the Barnavelts perish?

Visnostic Selling
In this first book of interviews with visual artists from across Texas, more than sixty
artists reflect on topics from formative influences and inspirations to their common
engagement with found materials. Beyond the art itself, no source is more primary
to understanding art and artist than the artist’s own words. After all, who can
speak with more authority about the artist’s influences, motivations, methods,
philosophies, and creations? Since 2010, Robert Craig Bunch has interviewed sixtyfour of Texas’ finest artists, who have responded with honesty, clarity,
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and—naturally—great insight into their own work. None of these interviews has
been previously published, even in part. Incorporating a striking, full-color
illustration of each artist’s work, these absorbing self-examinations will stand
collectively as a reference of lasting value.

Art Starts with a Line
When Lewis, his uncle Jonathan, and their friends Rose Rita and Mrs Zimmermann
take a trip to a small town near Lake Superior, they expect a pleasant holiday.
Instead, they find themselves facing the ghastly Ishmael Izard, son of the fiendish
creator of the Doomsday clock that was once hidden in the walls of Uncle
Jonathan's house. Ishmael is a cruel and heartless sorcerer, and he is determined
to wreak vengeance on the entire world. Will Lewis and his friends be strong
enough to defeat him, or will their fate be decided by their most formidable foe
yet? For fans of Goosebumps.

The Borrowers
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize “A masterwork . . . the novel astonishes with its
inventiveness . . . it is nothing less than a grand comic fugue.”—The New York
Times Book Review A Confederacy of Dunces is an American comic masterpiece.
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John Kennedy Toole's hero, one Ignatius J. Reilly, is "huge, obese, fractious,
fastidious, a latter-day Gargantua, a Don Quixote of the French Quarter. His story
bursts with wholly original characters, denizens of New Orleans' lower depths,
incredibly true-to-life dialogue, and the zaniest series of high and low comic
adventures" (Henry Kisor, Chicago Sun-Times).

The Loving Diet
A clever young man and an eccentric professor search for a missing fortune, in this
spooky adventure full of “marvelous surprises” (Publishers Weekly) H. Bagwell
Glomus built an empire out of cereal. In the 1920s, his Oaty Crisps were the most
popular breakfast in the United States, and Mr. Glomus was the wealthiest man in
the little town of Gildersleeve, Massachusetts. But he was not a happy man. In
1936, he took his own life and his will was never found. Legend has it that his last
will and testament is hidden somewhere in his office, but so far, no one has been
able to find it and claim the $10,000 reward. Yet, no one has looked as hard as
Johnny Dixon. A precocious young boy who’s happier reading old books than
playing outside, Johnny has a best friend in the eccentric old Professor
Childermass, who knows every detail of Mr. Glomus’s story—except the location of
the will. Together, along with a new pal from Boy Scout camp named Fergie, they
intend to crack the puzzle—but before they can claim their prize, they must defeat
an ancient evil force: a living mummy intent on destroying them. From the awardPage 13/26
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winning author of The House with a Clock in Its Walls, the Johnny Dixon stories are
a refreshingly old-fashioned series of adventure and supernatural mystery. In the
world of young adult suspense, few authors have the magic touch of John Bellairs.

Cluck O'Clock
Combine the thought-provoking time travel of When You Reach Me with the
humorous storytelling of Lemony Snicket, and you get a wholly original journey
through time, space, and the depths of the human heart. This is a story of things
that are not possible. It's not possible for Amy to see spirits. (She does.) It's not
possible that Amy and Moo can communicate using only their minds. (They do.) It's
not possible to time-travel. (Yet.) And it's definitely not possible that witches exist.
(Seriously?) None of these things are possible. (Until now . . .)

The House with a Clock in Its Walls
"Penhallow is the last gargoyle protecting the streets of Boston from the creatures
of the underworld"--

The Secret Garden
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Miniature people who live in an old country house by borrowing things from the
humans are forced to emigrate from their home under the clock.

A Confederacy of Dunces
A camping trip with his Scout troop leads Lewis straight to a strange, old grave and
a mysterious, magical silver whistle. When Lewis discovers that this whistle has the
power to stop the boys in his Scout troop bullying him, he is overcome with relief finally he can enjoy being part of the Scouts. What Lewis doesn't know is that the
whistle also has a more sinister power: it summons a powerful vampire! Lewis is
drawn into battle with this ancient evil, and with the help of Rose Rita, Unlce
Jonathan and Mrs Zimmermann, he must save his own life and the lives of those he
loves. Is Lewis strong enough to destroy the potent spirit? For fans of Goosebumps.

The Tower at the End of the World - the House with a Clock in
Its Walls 9
A fantasy classic by the author of The House with a Clock in Its Walls—basis for the
Jack Black movie—and “a writer who knows what wizardry is all about” (Ursula K.
Le Guin). A richly imaginative story of wizards stymied by a power beyond their
control, A Face in the Frost combines the thrills of a horror novel with the
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inventiveness of fairy tale–inspired fantasy. Prospero, a tall, skinny misfit of a
wizard, lives in the South Kingdom—a patchwork of feuding duchies and small
manors, all loosely loyal to one figurehead king. Along with his necromancer friend
Roger Bacon, who has been on a quest to find a mysterious book, Prospero must
flee his home to escape ominous pursuers. Thus begins an adventure that will lead
him to a grove where his old rival, Melichus, is falsely rumored to be buried and to
a less-than-hospitable inn in the town of Five Dials—and ultimately into a
dangerous battle with origins in a magical glass paperweight. Lin Carter called The
Face in the Frost one of “the best fantasy novels to appear since The Lord of the
Rings . . . Absolutely first class.” With a unique blend of humor and darkness, it
remains one of the most beloved tales by the Edgar Award–nominated author also
known for the long-running Lewis Barnavelt series.

House With a Clock in Its Walls/Ghost in the Mirror Flip Book
The American classic - now a major motion picture from Steven Spielberg's Amblin
Entertainment, starring Cate Blanchett, Jack Black and Kyle MacLachlan Lewis
Barnavelt doesn't have time on his side When Lewis Barnavelt, an orphan, comes
to stay with his uncle Jonathan, he expects to meet an ordinary person. But he is
wrong. Uncle Jonathan and his next-door neighbour, Mrs Zimmermann, are both
witches! Lewis couldn't be happier. What's not to like about seeing his uncle
practise spells and eating Mrs Zimmermann's delicious cookies? At first, watching
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magic is enough. Then Lewis experiments with magic himself and unknowingly
resurrects the former owner of the house: a woman named Selenna Izard. It seems
that evil Selenna and her husband built a timepiece into the walls - a clock that
could obliterate humankind. As the clock can be heard ticking away in the house all
the time, sometimes louder, sometimes quieter, sometimes faster, sometimes
slower, it is up to the Barnavelts to find where it is hidden in the walls - and stop it.
A true race against time

The Adventures of Captain Underpants
"In The Loving Diet, Jessica has taken a topic that is typically handled in very
clinical way, and has treated it with care and compassion. The way we think, feel,
and believe our lives to be is so often at the core of what it becomes. Of course
healing from autoimmune disease is a multi-faceted approach, with nutrition and
lifestyle as key factors, but Jessica takes it further. In this book, you'll learn that
finding peace with your situation and loving what is are pivotal elements to that
healing"--Back cover.

The Art of Found Objects
The value of the editor?s craft to a finished film cannot be underestimated, and it?s
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no surprise that directors rely heavily on the same editor over and over again.
Seventeen exclusive interviews with some of the world?s top film editors, including
Walter Murch, Virginia Katz, Joel Cox, Tim Squyres and Richard Marks, explore the
art of film editing; its complex processes, the relationship with other film
practitioners, and the impact of modern editing techniques. The Filmcraft series is
a ground-breaking study of the art of filmmaking?the most collaborative and
multidisciplinary of all the arts. Each volume covers a different aspect of
moviemaking, offering in-depth interviews with a host of the most distinguished
practitioners in the field. Forthcoming titles include Cinematography, Directing,
Costume Design, Production Design, Producing, Screenwriting, and Acting.

The Figure in the Shadows - The House With a Clock in Its
Walls 2
Anthony Monday and Miss Eells recover a magic lamp that was stolen from a
warlock's tomb and is spreading evil to further the wicked ends of the thief.

The Face in the Frost
Tom is not prepared for what is about to happen when he hears the grandfather
clock strike thirteen. Outside the back door is a garden, which everyone tells him
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does not exist.

Two Girls, a Clock, and a Crooked House
The House With a Clock In Its Walls
«Таинственный сад» – любимая классика для читателей всех возрастов,
жемчужина творчества Фрэнсис Ходжсон Бернетт, роман о заново открытой
радости жизни и магии силы. Мэри Леннокс, жестокое и испорченное дитя
высшего света, потеряв родителей в Индии, возвращается в Англию, на
воспитание к дяде-затворнику в его поместье. Однако дядя находится в
постоянных отъездах, и Мэри начинает исследовать округу, в ходе чего
делает много открытий, в том числе находит удивительный маленький сад,
огороженный стеной, вход в который почему-то запрещен. Отыскав ключ и
потайную дверцу, девочка попадает внутрь. Но чьи тайны хранит этот
загадочный садик? И нужно ли знать то, что находится под запретом?..
Впрочем, это не единственный секрет в поместье

FilmCraft: Editing
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1905. 12-year-old Helena's father is appointed clock-winder to the Marquis of
Norfolk's enormous collection of clocks. It's a risky job - if the clocks stop, Helena's
father will lose everything. But when Helena starts helping out, she discovers the
Marquis is hiding many secrets, and finds herself in a race against time to discover
the truth. A beautiful historical mystery filled with discovery, emotion and STEMfriendly female characters, from the critically-acclaimed author of The Garden of
Lost Secrets.

The House of One Hundred Clocks
The Spectre From the Magician's Museum - The House With a
Clock in Its Walls 7
Settled into his new life, Lewis seems content living with his magical Uncle
Jonathan and neighbor Mrs Zimmermann. He even has a new best friend, Rose
Rita, who loves to play sports, build Roman ship models and play with magic--all
the things Lewis loves to do too! After discovering Grandpa Barnavelt's 1859 lucky
coin, Lewis is certain that it is magical, so he puts it to the test--he recites one of
Mrs Zimmermann's spells to awaken its magic. Only Lewis hasn't awakened a good
sort of magic. As he wears the coin around his neck, sinister things start to happen.
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Strange letters addressed to Lewis arrive at midnight, a dark shadowy figure
begins to follow him in town and something seems to be inside his body controlling
his actions. As the figure in the shadows appears more and more, Lewis is
possessed by its power, unable to free himself. Has Lewis awakened a force
beyond his control? And can Uncle Jonathan, Mrs. Zimmermann and Rose Rita
make it in time to rescue Lewis?

There Was an Old Giant Who Swallowed a Clock
A rich, magical gothic mystery from the legendary John Bellairs Rose Rita wishes
she could go to camp like her bets friend, Lewis. She's sure that boys get to have
all the fun.--until Mrs. Zimmermann offers her an adveture of her own. Mrs.
Zimmermann's cousin Oley has left her his farm, as well as a ring that he thinks is
magic. But when the two arrive at the deserted farm, the ring has mysteriously
vanished. What power does it have? And will the person who took it use the ring to
do evil?

The Figure in the Shadows
The hidden brain is the voice in our ear when we make the most important
decisions in our lives—but we’re never aware of it. The hidden brain decides whom
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we fall in love with and whom we hate. It tells us to vote for the white candidate
and convict the dark-skinned defendant, to hire the thin woman but pay her less
than the man doing the same job. It can direct us to safety when disaster strikes
and move us to extraordinary acts of altruism. But it can also be manipulated to
turn an ordinary person into a suicide terrorist or a group of bystanders into a mob.
In a series of compulsively readable narratives, Shankar Vedantam journeys
through the latest discoveries in neuroscience, psychology, and behavioral science
to uncover the darkest corner of our minds and its decisive impact on the choices
we make as individuals and as a society. Filled with fascinating characters,
dramatic storytelling, and cutting-edge science, this is an engrossing exploration of
the secrets our brains keep from us—and how they are revealed.

The Benevolent Lords of Sometimes Island
A witty and warm tell-the-time book, created by Kes Gray, author of the bestselling
Oi Frog, and Mary McQuillan. Cluck O' Clock is a tell-the-time book with a
difference. It recounts a day in the life of a group of chickens - each with individual
and distinct personalities - as they fill their lives with food, exercise, visiting - and
waiting for the fox. Teaches children to tell the time in a fun, but informative way. '
teachers and librarians will be happy to give this tale a few minutes in story hours
about chickens or clocks'. - Kirkus Reviews
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The Spell of the Sorcerer's Skull
The third book in the famous Lewis Barnavelt series

The House With a Clock in Its Walls
There once was a giant who swallowed a clock. So he swallowed some knitting to
muffle the ticking of the clock. Then he swallowed a moth to munch through the
knitting, and then some honey to trap the moth! A hilarious retelling of There Was
an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly.

The Mummy, the Will, and the Crypt
The third book in the series following on from the American classic The House With
a Clock in Its Walls, now a major motion picture from Steven Spielberg's Amblin
Entertainment, starring Cate Blanchett, Jack Black and Kyle MacLachlan Rose Rita
wishes she could go to camp like her best friend, Lewis. She's sure that boys get to
have all the fun, but instead she must stay at home and get ready to attend Junior
High, where she will have to do 'girly' activities - something she hates! That is until
Mrs Zimmermann offers her an adventure of her own - a trip to cousin Oley's farm.
Mrs Zimmermann's cousin Oley has left her his farm, as well as a ring that he
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thinks is magic. But when Mrs Zimmermann and Rose Rita arrive at the deserted
farm, the ring has mysteriously vanished. Strange things start to happen around
them - Mrs Zimmermann becomes ill, Rose Rita keeps on seeing scary images and
Mrs Zimmermann goes missing. What power does this magical ring have? Will the
person who took the ring use it to do evil? And will Rose Rita be able to rescue Mrs
Zimmermann from whatever evil force that has taken her?

The Letter, the Witch, and the Ring
A NEW YORK TIMES 100 NOTABLE BOOKS OF 2019 SELECTION From #1 New York
Times bestselling author Stephen King, the most riveting and unforgettable story of
kids confronting evil since It. In the middle of the night, in a house on a quiet street
in suburban Minneapolis, intruders silently murder Luke Ellis’s parents and load
him into a black SUV. The operation takes less than two minutes. Luke will wake up
at The Institute, in a room that looks just like his own, except there’s no window.
And outside his door are other doors, behind which are other kids with special
talents—telekinesis and telepathy—who got to this place the same way Luke did:
Kalisha, Nick, George, Iris, and ten-year-old Avery Dixon. They are all in Front Half.
Others, Luke learns, graduated to Back Half, “like the roach motel,” Kalisha says.
“You check in, but you don’t check out.” In this most sinister of institutions, the
director, Mrs. Sigsby, and her staff are ruthlessly dedicated to extracting from
these children the force of their extranormal gifts. There are no scruples here. If
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you go along, you get tokens for the vending machines. If you don’t, punishment is
brutal. As each new victim disappears to Back Half, Luke becomes more and more
desperate to get out and get help. But no one has ever escaped from the Institute.
As psychically terrifying as Firestarter, and with the spectacular kid power of It, The
Institute is Stephen King’s gut-wrenchingly dramatic story of good vs. evil in a
world where the good guys don’t always win.
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